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The scope of this paper is to present some progress being made in the last few

decades regarding some aspects of physical processes in the mesosphere/

lower thermosphere and to point to some open questions. This summary is

presented from a personal perspective, i.e., this is not a review of a certain

science topic. Most citations reflect my own work or are representative

examples only. They are not meant to be complete or comprehensive.
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1 Introduction

The (upper) mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) is a scientifically exciting

region since it comprises the transition between the Earth’s atmosphere and space. More

specifically, several physical processes change their general characteristics in this region.

The mean free path of molecules (and atoms) increases with altitude and approaches

macroscopic dimensions in the MLT. This implies that objects entering from space ‘feel’

the Earth’s atmosphere here for the first time. This is relevant for the reentry of satellites

(including space shuttle etc.) but also for meteors. This also means that the Knudsen

number (Kn = λ/ℓ) is on the order of unity, i.e., the description of flows changes from fluid

dynamics to molecular kinetics (λ = mean free path of molecules; ℓ = typical macroscopic

dimension, e.g., ℓ = 0.1 m). For insitu-based measurements, e.g., sensors on sounding

rockets, this imposes a significant challenge when correcting for ram effects.

We note that parameters describing molecular diffusion processes increase

exponentially with altitude because they are roughly proportional to 1/n (n =

atmospheric number density). In the MLT, more precisely at the turbopause, the

mixing effect by molecular diffusion (Dm) reaches turbulent mixing described by the

eddy diffusion cofficient (K): Dm ≈ K. In the MLT a major part of solar EUV and UV (and

particles) gets absorbed which contributes to the fact that the ionosphere is located above

approximately 60–70 km. Furthermore, geomagnetically induced variations can be

significant.

Since atmospheric density is decreasing with height, the time between collisions of

molecules decreases. In the MLT this time gets close to the lifetime of excited states due to

spontaneous emissions for some relevant molecular excitations, e.g., in carbon dioxide. This

implies that radiation and atmospheric matter are no longer in thermodynamic equilibrium
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for those transitions (non-LTE: non local thermodynamic

equilibrium). Therefore, the corresponding radiation cannot

readily be taken to derive temperatures which imposes a

significant challenge for some satellite retrievals of temperatures.

2 The thermal structure of the MLT

The thermal structure of the MLT is of specific importance

since it reflects the energy balance in this atmospheric region and

is therefore a good indicator for the physical processes involved.

This is particularly relevant for the summer mesopause region at

middle and polar latitudes which is the coldest place in the

terrestrial atmosphere (T ~130 K), much colder than in winter

(see Figure 1). On the other hand, it is rather difficult to measure

temperatures in the MLT region because of aerodynamical and

non-LTE effects mentioned above. Furthermore, the heat

capacity of the atmosphere is too low to alow for direct

classical temperature measurements by thermistors etc. One of

very few methods to directly derive high altitude resolution

temperature profiles quasi-permanently (depending on

weather conditions) is to determine the Doppler broadened

line-width of atomic transitions by resonance lidars (Fricke

and von Zahn, 1985; von Zahn and Höffner, 1996). Lidars

typically measure at one location only. However, recent

developments promise to cover a substantial horizontal region

[VAHCOLI = Vertical And Horizontal COverage by LIdar

(Lübken and Höffner, 2021)].

In the late 1990s a climatology of temperatures was deduced

from density measurements by falling spheres (FS) which is

frequently being used as a ‘standard’ for comparison with other

observations and with models (Lübken, 1999). The idea to

measure densities and deduce temperature profiles assuming

hydrostatic equilibrium is also used by other instruments like

the rocket-borne CONE ionization gauge or by ground-based

Rayleigh lidars (Strelnikov et al., 2013).

Although temperatures in the summer MLT are difficult to

measure, they can easily be checked for consistency due to the

presence of ice particles known as NLC (noctilucent clouds) or

related phenomena (PMSE, polar mesosphere summer echoes,

see below): mean temperatures must be below the frost point

temperature of water vapor, Tfrost, which is on the order of

150–145 K at 82–88 km, respectively [see Figure 1 and reference

(Lübken et al., 1996), the abundance of water vapor plays a minor

role for Tfrost; 82 and 88 km are typical heights for the lower and

upper edge of NLC/PMSE, respectively]. Typical temperatures

from the FS climatology mentioned above are 150 and 135 K at

82 and 88 km, respectively, which are consistent with the

presence of ice particles. Note that PMSE are present nearly

permanently at polar latitudes, i.e., temperatures must be smaller

than Tfrost nearly permanently and not just sporadically.

Energy budget considerations employing observational

campaigns and modelling should be contemplated again,

taking into account also non-local processes. A significant

contribution to the energy budget comes from observations of

turbulence on sounding rockets demonstrating that heating of

the atmosphere due to the dissipation of turbulent motions

caused by wave breaking can be up to 10–20 K/day which is

on the same order of magnitude as other energy budget

contributions (Lübken, 1997). Remarkably, this heating is

largest around the summer mesopause at polar latitudes,

i.e., at the coldest place in the Earth’s atmosphere. Heating in

the MLT by turbulent dissipation of parameterized or resolved

gravity waves is occasionally taken into account in global models,

although often incomplete, inconsistent, or tuned by fudge

factors [see discussion in (Becker, 2003)].

A long-standing and still unresolved problem in the MLT

relates to non-LTE and its relevance for the energy budget in that

region. The coefficient for the deactiviation (and activation) of

excited carbon dioxide molecules by atomic oxygen is on the

order of k(CO2-O) ~1.5–6 × 10−12 cm3/sec. Unfortunately, values

for k(CO2-O) as used in satellite retrieval algorithms are different

from values obtained from laboratory measurements (Feofilov

and Kutepov, 2012). This coefficient has a major influence on

radiative heating/cooling and therefore on background

temperatures. Non-LTE is therefore of high relevance for

MLT science and deserves to be studied further in the future.

In the summer mesopause region dynamical processes drive

the thermal state of the atmosphere away from an otherwise

FIGURE 1
Temperature profiles at high latitudes (70°N) for summer (red)
and winter (dark blue), respectively. In summer, frost temperatures
(black) in the mesopause region are larger than atmospheric
temperatures. This allows for the existence of ice particles
which are known as noctilucent clouds (NLC), and which are
crucial for radar echoes known as polar mesosphere summer
echoes (PMSE). The thermal structure in the MLT is mainly caused
by a residual circulation driven by the interaction of the mean flow
with gravity waves and tides.
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balanced state by up to 100 K (Figure 2). This is the largest impact

of dynamics on the thermal state in the Earth’s atmosphere. The

forcing comes from wave-induced residual circulation leading to

up- and downwelling and associated cooling and heating,

respectively. This situation should therefore be used as a

benchmark test for models describing this dynamical control,

and, more general, of studying the energy balance of the

atmosphere.

Winds are also crucial when evaluating the physics of the

MLT, including the energy and momentum balance. Measuring

background winds in the MLT is realized by radars which since

recently cover a substantial horizontal region (Chau et al., 2019).

The observational gap of measuring winds on a continuous basis

between the (middle) stratosphere and mesosphere is nowadays

filled by sophisticated lidars measuring line-of-sight winds

(Baumgarten, 2010; Lübken et al., 2016).

3 Layers in the MLT: NLC, PMSE,
PMWE

Ice layers in the MLT can be observed by naked eye, by lidars,

or from satellites, all of which are here referred to as ‘noctilucent

clouds’, NLC (Russell et al., 2009; Fiedler et al., 2017). Polar

mesosphere summer echoes (PMSE) are large radar echoes from

the summer MLT which require the presence of (charged) ice

particles, but also neutral air turbulence. The main physics

aspects of PMSE are well understood, i.e., they can now be

used as a diagnostic tool to study the atmospheric

background, in particular temperatures and turbulence (Rapp

and Lübken, 2003).

When using PMSE as an indicator for neutral air

turbulence, fossile turbulence can play a role: Fluctuations in

the plasma may still exist although neutral air turbulence has

already decayed (Rapp and Lübken, 2003). This effect increases

with increasing Schmidt number, Sc = D/] (D = diffusion

coefficient for plasma irregularities, ] = kinematic viscosity),

i.e., with increasing mass of the (charged) ice (or dust) particles,

mice. If mice is small, Sc ~1 and fossile turbulence plays no role.

This is the case in the upper altitude range of PMSE but also for

‘polar mesosphere winter echoes’, PMWE. The latter are

weaker compared to PMSE and are observed in the lower

and middle mesosphere mainly outside the summer seasons

(Lübken et al., 2006; Latteck et al., 2021). They are mainly

caused by neutral air turbulence. Although (charged) dust can

support the creation of PMWE, their presence is of secondary

importance. Note that PMSE and PMWE also occur at middle

latitudes like Kühlungsborn (54°N).

PMSE and PMWE should be used to deduce the morphology

of neutral air turbulence (occurrence rate, intermittency, etc.)

which is important to judge the significance of snapshot

observations performed by sounding rockets. Of course, other

prerequisites, like ice particles (for PMSE) and sufficient electron

number densities (for PMSE and PMWE) must also be fulfilled.

NLC and PMSE also allow to study the microphysics of ice

particle formation, growth, and sublimation in a unique

environment, including the frostpoint temperature of water

vapor over ice at very low temperatures, or the charging of ice

and dust particles in a weakly ionized plasma, or the impact of

gravity waves and instabilities on the formation of ice (Fritts

et al., 2014). NLC are also considered as an indicator for climate

change (see Section 5).

4 Waves, turbulence, and transport

4.1 Gravity waves and tides

Gravity wave (GW) and tidal forcing of the background

atmosphere is absolutely essential to understand the thermal

structure of the MLT. Unfortunately, the physics of gravity wave

forcing of the atmosphere is rather complex regarding sources,

propagation, generation of higher harmonic waves, dissipation of

momentum and energy, all of which in a time-varying

background. Mesopause jumps in the southern hemisphere,

first observed in 2010 by resonance lidars, are a nice example

for a chain of processes of GW forcing of the MLT involving

nearly the entire height range from the troposphere to the lower

thermosphere (Lübken et al., 2017). They rely on an early

breakdown of the winter polar vortex which only takes place

in the southern hemisphere. Mesopause jumps should be used as

a benchmark test for GWmodels since they exhibit a distinct and

unique signature. Note that in 1998 we performed falling sphere

observations of temperatures from Rothera (68°S), the first

FIGURE 2
Temperatures as function of season at the summer
mesopause (90 km), as measured by an Fe-lidar at ALOMAR (red)
and from amodel (green) where the impact of waves is itentionally
eliminated. The blue line indicates the frost point
temperature for water ice. The data are provided by Josef Höffner
(lidar) and Erich Becker (model).
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scientific rocket launchings in Antarctica (Lübken et al., 1999a).

The polar stratospheric vortex breakdown in that season

occurred rather late, i.e., temperatures in the southern

hemisphere MLT were very similar to the northern

hemisphere in that season.

Lidars offer the only method to measure GW and tides quasi-

continuously (clear sky conditions provided) from the

troposphere to the lower thermosphere, both in temperatures

(potential energy) and in winds (kinetic energy). Recent

developments in lidar technology promise to extend this

capability from local to regional scales (Lübken and Höffner,

2021). Note that the morphology of gravity waves can only be

treated correctly if the background wind field is known, which is

nowadays the case for some lidars (Baumgarten, 2010; Lübken

and Höffner, 2021).

Recent lidar observations of GW temperatures and winds

have shown that a substantial part of GW propagate downward

which confirmed earlier model predictions (Becker and Vadas,

2018; Strelnikova et al., 2020). This mechanism is not taken into

account when parameterizing GW in models. Other deficiencies

concern non-oblique propagation, unjustifiably assuming an

instantaneous impact, ignoring refraction in a time-varying

background etc [see, e.g., (Senf and Achatz, 2011)].

Continuous measurements of GW in the stratosphere and

lower mesosphere over a period of 10 days showed some

unexpected variations on timescales of days to weeks which

are presumably caused by the interaction of GW and tides

(Baumgarten et al., 2018). In the upper mesosphere such

variations of tides are frequently observed by radar (Kero

et al., 2019).

Thousends of hours of lidar observations are now available at

ALOMAR (69°N) and Kühlungsborn (54°N) which were used to

derive a climatology of gravity waves (Strelnikova et al., 2021).

The seasonal variation of potential energy (Epot) is more than an

order of magnitude smaller compared to a gravity wave resolving

model [KMCM, Kühlungsborn Meachnistic Circulation Model

(Becker et al., 2022)]. Currently, there is no straight forward

explanation of this discrepancy since 1) GW in KMCM are self-

generated and cannot easily be ‘tuned’, and b) any change of GW

forcing in KMCM will presumably change the background

atmosphere, in particular temperatures at the summer

mesopause. This discrepancy between observations and

modelling provides a promising field for further studies.

A crucial task for the future will be to describe the complex

morphology of GW (and tides) in models in a background

which varies in time and space and to correctly model the

interaction between waves and the mean flow. It is obvious

that the creation/propagation of GW in the troposphere and

stratosphere are also very important in this context. Up-to-

date observations by ground based instruments (lidars, radars,

etc.) and by sounding rockets and satellites should be used to

constrain these concepts and to provide hints for an adequate

description.

4.2 Turbulence

Our early approach to study turbulence around the

turbopause at ~100 km concentrated on the effect of mixing/

demixing by turbulence and molecular diffusion, respectively.

We evaluated the ratio of Argon to Nitrogen number densities,

nAr/nN2, measured by the BUGATTI mass spectrometer (von

Zahn et al., 1990). It turned out that other processes may

substantially contribute to a constant mixing ratio

(i.e., vertical winds), and that it may take a long time (up to

weeks) for demixing. This implies that the mixing ratio nAr/nN2
may not result in an adequat description of turbulence. To study

the abundance and vertical transport of water vapor we later

developed a tunable diode laser spectrometer on sounding

rockets called MASERATI, which was, however, rather

complicated and too costly for frequent applications (Lübken

et al., 1999b).

It should be noted that the transport of tracers from the

thermosphere to the stratosphere is not yet fully understood

(Smith et al., 2011), but is an important coupling mechanism

between the MLT and lower altitudes. This topic requires more

attention in the future.

Realizing the limitations outlined above we decided to use

relative neutral air density fluctuations Δn/n as a passive tracer

for turbulent motions. The magnitude of this effect is on the

order of Δn/n ~ (ωB · vturb)/g ~0.1–1% (depending on ωB and

vturb; ωB = Brunt-Väisälä frequency; vturb = turbulent velocity

~1 m/s,; g = Earth’s acceleration). Indeed, we observed spectra

of fluctuations consistent with inertial subrange turbulence

(ISR). However, deducing turbulent energy dissipation rates,

ϵ, is hampered by several uncertain parameters, for example,

the dissipation rate of fluctuations (Thrane et al., 1994). A more

precise method relies on obtaining the transition between the

ISR and the viscous subrange (VSR) in the spectra, which only

depends on ϵ, and on the kinematic viscosity, ], which can

easily be derived from atmospheric background parameters.

This method imposes a challenge for the experimental method

since spectra have to be measured with high temporal

resolution (few milli-seconds on a sounding rocket) and

high precision (0.1–1%). For this purpose we developed the

CONE instrument which was successfully applied in many

flights (Lübken, 1992; Lübken et al., 1993). The idea to derive ϵ
from the ‘break’ in the spectrum is nowadays frequently applied

on sounding rockets and on balloons, and has also been

compared to direct numerical simulations (Lehmacher et al.,

2006; Theuerkauf et al., 2011; Triplett et al., 2018; Strelnikov

et al., 2022).

A climatology for ϵ at 69°N (Andoya Rocket Range) was

derived from CONE observations showing large turbulent

heating rates of up to ~20 K/d at the summer mesopause,

the coldest place in the Earth’s atmosphere (Lübken, 1997).

Obviously, other processes have to compensate for this

heating.
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Turbulence in the MLT can also be derived from the

spectral broadening of radar backscattering which, however,

is associated with some uncertainties, e.g., regarding non-

turbulent spectral broadening processes (Hocking, 1996;

Lübken, 2014).

5 Trends and solar cycle

Negative temperature trends in the strato-, meso-, and

thermosphere are meanwhile established in models and are

partly confirmed by observations (Roble, 1995; Berger and

Lübken, 2011). There is one exception, namely the summer

mesopause region at middle and polar latitudes, where

temperature trends are positive which is partly due to an

enhanced radiative coupling of the cold mesopause to the

‘warm’ stratopause. Unfortunately, this implies that trends are

very small in the NLC/PMSE region. On the other hand, ice

particles are very sensitive to temperatures andmay therefore still

be used to study long term trends of temperatures and/or water

vapor (Lübken et al., 2021).

Trends in mesospheric ice layers are controversially disputed

in the literature (Thomas, 1996; von Zahn, 2003). Model studies

by LIMA/MIMAS show that cooling in the stratosphere/lower

mesosphere due to an increase of CO2 reduces the (geometric)

heights of NLC because of atmospheric shrinking. The decrease

of NLC pressure altitudes is much smaller (Berger and Lübken,

2011; Lübken et al., 2021). On the other hand an increase of H2O

(due to an increase of CH4 which oxidizes nearly completely to

H2O in the mesosphere) leads to an enhancement of NLC

brightness and other related parameters, e.g., ice water content

(IWC). Note that trends in dynamics have been ignored in these

studies. The results from LIMA/MIMAS are consistent with

rather limited observations, for example with phase height

measurements and with the NLC record at ALOMAR

(Bremer and Berger, 2002; Fiedler et al., 2017). Regarding an

unambiguous confirmation of trends in NLC or PMSE, the

available observations are still not long and comprehensive

enough, and they compete with natural variability. A recent

extension of LIMA/MIMAS applying future scenarios of

greenhouse gas emissions shows that NLC are likely to absorb

a significant part of solar radiation, in particular in the UV. This

will presumably affect photochemical processes in the

stratosphere and MLT.

The upper atmosphere also affects climate on Earth’s

surface. Empirical studies indicate a significant modulation

of regional temperatures by solar cycle, but the mechanism of

the coupling from the MLT (where radiation with largest solar

cycle variation is absorbed) to the surface is not yet

understood (Seppälä et al., 2009; Gray et al., 2010).

Presumably, a complicated chain of processes is involved

which includes the transport of photochemically active

species, the influence of waves (GW, tides, and planetary

waves), and the modification of the background circulation.

There is no reasonable doubt that anthropogenic activity is the

main reason for global climate change in the troposphere. Still,

a climate impact from higher altitudes (and from the Sun)

should be considered, at least on regional scales.

Little is known regarding trends in dynamics, including

GW (Shepherd, 2014). To repeat: 1) the polar summer

mesopause region is the strongest manifestation of GW

forcing, and 2) mesopheric ice layers (NLC, PMSE) show

rather small long term changes. This imposes a major

constraint on any model results or speculations about GW

trends. Long term observations of radar winds have shown

trends in GW (Hoffmann et al., 2011). It is not clear yet, why

this trend has not resulted in an accompanying change of MLT

temperatures and NLC/PMSE parameters. This topic requires

further attention.

6 Concluding remarks and outlook

The mesosphere/lower thermosphere is a unique and

stimulating region for applying various and partly

competing physics concepts from rather different fields.

More specifically, this region provides an impressive

example for an impact of dynamics on the background

thermal structure. Some of the involved processes are also

relevant for regional climate change.

From my experience I recommend publishing (hopefully)

unique observations even without interpretation by

modelling, since they can trigger new physical insights. If

observations do not agree with models, this should be taken as

a motivation to investigate the physical reasons (provided that

mistakes in the observations can virtually be excluded) and in

the ideal case to modify the models. On the other hand, it is

crucial to understand the underlying physics and to consider

local/regional processes in the view of global impacts. This can

only be acquired by appropriate simulations and modelling. A

more recent example of such interaction of observations and

modelling comes from our improvements in understanding

PMSE/PMWE which were subsequently applied to study

phenomena such as interhemispheric coupling and

mesopause jumps. I think that science in the MLT can

easily stimulate and motivate young scientists, also because

they can achieve visibility in the science community more

quickly than in many other fields of physics. I’m grateful that

such a unique opportunity was provided to me.
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